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Smartphone replacement cycle kicks off with Gen-AI functionality         

..    
 
 
 
 
  

Event   

Global smartphone demand has recovered slightly, with shipments rising 2% YoY in 4Q23-
1Q24. However, we expect limited spec and feature upgrades in the near term and have thus 
lowered our 2024 global smartphone shipments growth estimate to 1% from previous 4%, at 
1.2bn units. 

Impact 

Stabilization in global smartphone demand in 1Q24. 1Q24 global smartphone shipments 
were up 2.1% YoY but down 8.2% QoQ to 299.8mn units, according to Gartner, in line with 
market expectation. 1Q24 was the second consecutive quarter of a return to modest growth 
after nine quarters of decline since 3Q21. The China market (22% of 2023 global shipments) 
was flat YoY, though there was a shift in consumers increasingly opting for Android and China-
made smartphones instead of Apple (US), as consumers prefer the value-added benefits of 
flagship Android models with Gen-AI capabilities and foldable design. Demand in the US was 
up moderately YoY, with consumers tending to buy higher-price models, boosting Samsung’s 
(KR) market share in 1Q24. Among smartphone brands, Samsung, Huawei (CN), Xiaomi (CN), 
Lenovo (CN), and TECNO Mobile (CN) saw shipments grow YoY in 1Q24, with Huawei and 
Samsung also reporting QoQ growth on new model rollouts. Huawei saw the biggest 
shipments growth YoY in 1Q24 on low 1Q23 comparison base and the continued success of 
the Mate 60 series and the Nova series, which were released in early January. The Nova 12 is 
Huawei’s first Gen-AI enabled offering. Samsung’s smartphone shipments grew 11% QoQ and 
2% YoY in 1Q24 with the launch of Galaxy S24 series. These models were well-received by 
consumers and achieved higher sales, owing to higher specifications and upgraded hardware 
and software. Xiaomi and TECNO are both focused on premium smartphones with innovative 
features at competitive prices. However, Apple, Oppo (CN), Vivo (CN) and Honor (CN) all saw 
10-15% YoY shipments decline in 1Q24 due to a lack of innovation and spec improvement 
versus competitors. 

Foldable smartphone the key segment with substantial growth; AI smartphone to trigger 
replacement cycle. Foldable smartphone is the key smartphone segment with robust demand 
growth in 2024-25F. We forecast global foldable smartphone shipments will grow 44% YoY to 
29.2mn units this year, and 42% YoY to 41.5mn units in 2025F, driving global smartphone 
shipments recovery. The main players in foldable smartphone are Samsung and Chinese 
brands, and Huawei has aggressive model launches this year, with expected shipments up 
from 3.3mn units in 2023 to 6-6.5mn units. We estimate global foldable smartphone 
penetration will rise from 1.7% last year to 2.4% in 2024F and 3.4% in 2025F, remaining a niche 
segment. This will benefit foldable smartphone hinge demand, and we expect Fositek (6805 
TT, NT$727, OP) and Jarllytec (3548 TT, NT$214.5, NR) to be key beneficiaries under the 
Huawei supply chain. We now expect global smartphone shipments growth to be lower than 
we previously expected given a product transition period in 2Q24-3Q24F with limited new 
spec upgrades and designs, and pending AI smartphone launches in late 2024-25F, all weighing 
on replacement demand. As AI smartphone aims to equip with hardware and software 
capabilities that enable seamless integration and efficient execution of Gen-AI-driven features 
and applications on a smartphone, we expect more AI models to roll out in 2H24-2025F to 
spur a replacement cycle. Samsung’s S24 is one of the AI smartphone models with a voice 
translation feature, and several Chinese smartphone brands also come with large language 
models. The market also expects Apple to launch new smartphones with Gen-AI function in 
2024-25F. However, we think overall iPhone shipments should be weaker than we previously 
expected and may suffer a YoY decline of around 5% in 2024F due to a weak iPhone 15 product 
cycle. Overall for the smartphone market, we revise down global shipments growth to 1% to 
1.2bn units in 2024F, in-line with Mediatek’s (2454 TT, NT$1,005, N) recent guidance of around 
1.2bn units (up by low single digits YoY). 

Stocks for Action 

Despite a recovery of the global smartphone market, growth remains muted in 2024F and we 
expect foldable smartphone to be the market highlight, while AI smartphone will drive 
shipments growth in 2H24-2025F. Our top pick in the smartphone sector is Fositek, with a 
target price of NT$1,085, on 28x 2025F EPS. 

Risks 

Weak demand; further ASP and margin contraction. 
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